Inquiry form_Olmet Italy S.r.l. Unipersonale
Fill in the form and you'll receive an answer as soon as possibile.
*Required
1.Company data * Fill-in with:
Company name:
Contact person:
Headquarters:
Factory address:
Phone no.:
E-mail:

Fax no.:
Website:

2.Machines types * (Select one or more options)
Systems for panels

Machinery for hollow-core slabs

Systems for beams

Systems for pillars

Systems for poles

Formworks for single-block elements

Systems for bridge-beams

Magnetic systems

Other:

3.Preferred or required production system
Specify (e.g. vertical batteries, carousel, single-block, double lines, etc.)

4.Avalaible technical details * (Specify the range of sections and measures)
Length

Width

Height/thickness

5.Attach drawings/specs/layout/photos and e-mail to estero@olmetitaly.com

Yes, I'll mail files

6.Output production required (working shift of 8 hours) * (Specify in m2/m3)

7.Working shift/day *

1

2

3

8.Max allowed concrete element weight (in kg) * (Weight restrictions on account of transport or lifting
capacity)
9.Insulation (if required) (Specify type, position and thickness)

1/2

10.Inserts (if required) Specify which type (e.g. lifting eye bolts/hooks, electrical components, etc.)

11.Reinforcement type *

Standard (Non-pre-stressed)

12.Concrete type used *

Normal

Pre-stressed

Lightweight

Self-compacting

Other

13.Concrete compacting methods * (Select one option only)
None (using self-compacting concrete)

Pneumatic vibration

Electrical vibration

Levelling / damping

Oscillation /Shaking

Other:

14.Waiting time required before demoulding (Specify if with or without curing/heating)

15.Special machines required (Indicate also more options)
Concrete distributor from O.H.T. crane (bucket)
Vibrating‐finishing machine
Turning machine

Concrete distributing machine

Trowel machine

Stressing and slackening systems

Surface‐cleanig/oiling machine
O.H.T. crane

Other:

16.List of existing installations *
Batching plant

Lifting equipment

Other pre-casting lines

Rebar machinery

Heating and curing systems

Other:

17. Kindly specify the deadline for:
submitting our quotation *

placing the purchase order *

equipment delivery *

production start-up *

18.Any special weather / environmental conditions Kindly specify (e.g. min & max temperatures,
humidity, altitude, marine environment, etc.)

19.Budget allotted for the purchase of the a.m. equipment * Kindly provide an estimate (in Euro)

20.Additional information
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